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With the advent of optical clocks featuring fractional frequency uncertainties on the order
of 10−17 and below, new applications such as chronometric levelling with few-cm height
resolution emerge. We are developing a transportable optical clock based on a single trapped
aluminium ion, which is interrogated via quantum logic spectroscopy. We employ singly-
charged calcium as the logic ion for sympathetic cooling, state preparation and readout.
Here we present a simple and compact physics and laser package for manipulation of 40Ca+.
Important features are a segmented multi-layer trap with separate loading and probing zones,
a compact titanium vacuum chamber, a near-diffraction-limited imaging system with high
numerical aperture based on a single biaspheric lens, and an all-in-fiber 40Ca+ repump laser
system. We present preliminary estimates of the trap-induced frequency shifts on 27Al+,
derived from measurements with a single calcium ion. The micromotion-induced second-
order Doppler shift for 27Al+has been determined to be δνEMMν =
(−0.4+0.4−0.3)×10−18 and the
black-body radiation shift is δνBBR/ν = (−4.0±0.4)×10−18. Moreover, heating rates of 30 (7)
quanta per second at trap frequencies of ωrad,Ca+ ≈ 2pi× 2.5 MHz (ωax,Ca+ ≈ 2pi× 1.5 MHz)
in radial (axial) direction have been measured, enabling interrogation times of a few hundreds
of milliseconds.
I. INTRODUCTION
For more than 50 years the definition of the SI-second
has been based on the transition frequency between the
two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the caesium-
133 atom, which lies in the microwave regime. The SI-
second is realized in caesium fountain primary frequency
standards, achieving a fractional frequency inaccuracy in
the low 10−16 range1–4. Clocks based on optical tran-
sitions facilitate substantially lower fractional frequency
uncertainties, as their transition frequencies can be up to
105 times higher for comparable linewidths. In the last
decade, optical clocks5,6 surpassed the best microwave
fountain clocks by achieving 10−17 estimated systematic
uncertainties7–11. Besides enabling a possible future re-
definition of the SI-second12,13, they also allow for the
search for a variation of fundamental constants14–16, and
pave the way towards new applications such as chrono-
metric leveling17,18, where the differential gravitational
red shift is measured by comparing two spatially sep-
arated clocks to determine their height difference19,20.
Transportable optical clocks that have been calibrated
to a reference clock are required to facilitate this novel
approach by deploying them at geodetically relevant sites
and comparing them to the reference clock e.g. through
phase-stabilized optical fibre links21–24. A transportable
optical single Ca+ clock has been reported25 to reach a
systematic uncertainty of 7.8 × 10−17 in a system occu-
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pying a volume of less than 1 m3. Furthermore, a 87Sr
optical lattice clock with an estimated fractional system-
atic uncertainty of 7 × 10−17 has been installed in a car
trailer26. It has been employed in the first measurement
campaign involving a transportable optical clock to de-
termine the gravitational red shift of the Modane under-
ground laboratory relative to clocks at INRIM (Turin)27.
Aluminium is a promising candidate for a high-
accuracy single-ion clock, since it has the smallest black-
body radiation shift of all realised optical frequency
references28,29. Therefore, the difficult-to-control tem-
perature environment seen by the atoms needs to be
known to only 18.2 K at room temperature30 to reach
10−18 systematic uncertainty of this shift, instead of the
few-10 mK uncertainty required for e.g. Sr9. Moreover,
Al+ has only small linear and quadratic Zeeman shifts31
and negiglible quadrupole shift32. The dominant shifts
for Al+ are second-order Doppler shifts from secular and
micromotion, which are both trap related and will be
addressed in this work.
Direct cooling and state detection of Al+ requires deep
ultra violet (UV) radiation at 167 nm, which to our
knowledge is not commercially available. This challenge
can be overcome by quantum logic spectroscopy33, where
a clock ion and an additional so-called logic ion of a dif-
ferent species are confined in the same trap. The logic
ion provides sympathetic cooling to the clock ion in case
of the Al+ clock34. For readout, the internal state of the
clock ion is transferred to the logic ion via a shared mo-
tional mode using a series of laser pulses. Afterwards, the
internal state of the logic ion is determined by electron
shelving detection.
The first Al+ clocks were operated at NIST8,31,35, and
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2have been evaluated to a fractional systematic uncer-
tainty of as low as 8.6 × 10−18. Using these clocks, the
first optical-clock-based laboratory measurement of the
dependence of the gravitational red shift on a change in
the height difference has been performed36. Since then, a
number of groups have started new Al+ clock setups37–39,
including our own at PTB40,41.
Here we report on the characterization of PTB’s sec-
ond Al ion clock setup which is operated with 40Ca+
as logic ion. It is designed for transportability to en-
able side-by-side comparisons with other clocks and to
perform chronometric levelling in a non-laboratory en-
vironment. The entire physics package is non-magnetic,
since all metal parts are made of titanium. The mea-
surements are conducted in a laser-cut segmented multi-
layer ion trap made of the printed circuit board mate-
rial Rogers R© 4350. The trap includes on-chip filtered
compensation electrodes and temperature sensors42,43.
Atomic beams of the required species are produced by
ablation44,45 with a pulsed Nd:YAG laser that is fre-
quency doubled to 532 nm. A photoionization pulse, fol-
lowing the ablation pulse after an adjustable time of flight
(TOF), allows kinetic-energy-selective loading of 27Al+.
All required wavelengths for Ca+ cooling, repumping and
coherent manipulation are generated directly from diode
lasers. The repumper laser system for Ca+ is fully fiber-
ized and therefore compact and robust. All laser systems
are mounted on breadboards that can be stacked up to
reduce the footprint of the system.
We demonstrate single Ca+ imaging with a diffraction-
limited resolution of 0.79 µm in the object plane by using
a custom biaspheric lens and a compact standard scien-
tific complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)
camera. 10 % of the fluorescent light is directed to the
camera, while 90 % is directed towards a photomultiplier
tube (PMT). With the CMOS camera we obtain a signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of 80 for a region of interest around
a single ion and a 300 ms exposure time, while the PMT
provides state discrimination with an error of below 0.2 %
for 25 µs detection time. We have compensated excess
micromotion down to an overall residual ac electric field
of (67.8±6.9) V/m at the trap center, which corresponds
to a fractional frequency second-order Doppler shift of
δνEMM
ν =
(−0.4+0.4−0.3) × 10−18 for a single Al+. Ground
state cooling of a single Ca+ has been achieved in all
three modes.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section II we
introduce the reduced term schemes of the involved ions.
In Section III we describe the experimental setup. The
results on the imaging performance, micromotion com-
pensation, heating rate measurements, and Al+ initial
cooling times after ablation loading are presented in Sec-
tion IV, including a partial uncertainty budget.
II. ION SPECIES
Fig. 1 shows the reduced level schemes for 27Al+and
40Ca+ including the transitions relevant for a
27Al+/ 40Ca+ clock. Aluminium features an 8 mHz
narrow clock transition at 267.4 nm connecting the 1S0
ground state to the (20.6 ± 1.4) s long lived31 3P0 level
and a “logic” transition at 266.9 nm46 connecting the
1S0 ground state to the
3P1, F = 7/2 excited state
suitable for state preparation and readout. We employ
sympathetic cooling47,48 of the clock ion with an ion
of another species and quantum logic spectroscopy33,35
to transfer the internal state of 27Al+to the logic ion
via a shared motional mode. The logic ion needs to
provide accessible closed transitions for Doppler cooling
and electron shelving detection49. Furthermore, a
mass ratio of the species close to unity is advantageous
to enable efficient sympathetic cooling34. 40Ca+ is
an advantageous choice as logic ion especially for a
transportable clock, since all required wavelengths can
be generated in compact and reliable diode lasers and
guided in commercially available optical fibers, which
allow for a modular setup. Moreover, quantum logic
operations on 40Ca+ are very well developed through its
use in quantum information processing50, while its mass
still matches well with 27Al+.
40Ca+ provides a cooling transition at 396.847 nm51
with a linewidth of 22.4 MHz, inferred from its 7.1 ns52
upper state lifetime. Since the upper 2P1/2 level decays
with a branching ratio of 0.06435(7)53 to the metastable
2D3/2 level with a lifetime
54 of 1.195(8) s, a repump-
ing laser at 866.214 nm55 is required. Electron shelv-
ing is implemented on the 137 mHz narrow quadrupole
transition54 at 729.147 nm56,57. For initialisation and
sideband cooling, the upper 2D5/2 level is cleared out
via a 854.209 nm laser58 to the 6.8 ns short lived58 2P3/2
level which decays predominantly to the ground state,
quenching the 729 nm transition.
FIG. 1. Reduced Ca+ and Al+ level schemes (not to scale).
Grey lines depict the Zeeman levels when an external mag-
netic field is applied. The insets show the employed ionization
schemes for neutral atoms of both species consisting of a first
resonant and a second non-resonant step in both cases.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Fig. 2 shows two schematic cross sections of the vac-
uum chamber and the surrounding optics. We chose
a segmented multi-layer linear Paul trap with an ion-
electrode distance of 700µm based on precisely aligned
stacked 250 µm thick RogersTM printed circuit boards
as described by Herschenbach et al.42 for its low excess
3FIG. 2. Schematic horizontal cross section of the vacuum
chamber and the surrounding optics (not to scale). The abla-
tion laser (ABL) spot on the ablation target (ABT) is aligned
via the motorized mirror (MM). Fluorescence light is col-
lected with a 42.6 mm effective diameter biaspheric lens (ASL)
through a viewport. Behind a spectral notch filter (NF), a
beamsplitter (BS) directs 10 % on a CMOS camera and 90%
through a spatial filter onto a photo-multiplier tube (PMT).
The imaging system has been designed for 18-fold magnifica-
tion. All beams required for Ca+ loading and coherent ma-
nipulation are delivered via various polarization-maintaining
and large mode area (LMA) glass fibers. GL: Glan Laser
polarizer, GT: Glan Taylor polarizer, λ/n: waveplate, AP:
aperture, PDi: power monitoring, lenses are specified by their
focal length f . Insert: Vertical cross section with optics on
top viewport. Three orthogonal pairs of magnetic field coils
surrounding the chamber are not depicted for clarity.
micromotion43 and heating rates59. The electrode struc-
tures are laser cut. All conductive structures are coated
with a NiPdAu plating, where a 3µm to 7 µm thick nickel
layer provides adhesion for a 0.05 µm to 0.25 µm thick pal-
ladium and 300 nm thick gold layer. The stack is glued
onto a rigid carrier board made of AlN that provides a
good thermal connection to the environment. The trap
features multiple zones for loading and operating the
clock. The experiment zones are 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 mm
long, respectively. These different lengths allow for a
compromise between the maximum achievable axial trap
frequency for a given voltage and the homogeneity of the
axial field42. Moreover, it is possible to e.g. trap mul-
tiple ion ensembles in different zones of the trap simul-
taneously, allowing for dead time-free interleaved inter-
rogation of two clocks60 in a single trap or other multi-
ensemble protocols61,62 in the future.
Several small mirrors are mounted directly on the trap
in preparation for future interferometric stabilization of
the path length from the clock laser to the trap. Ra-
dial ion confinement is provided by a radio-frequency
(rf) potential, driven by a frequency generator (Marconi
2024; all brand names are given for illustrative purpose
and not a sign of endorsement) operating at 24.65 MHz.
This is the ”magic” drive frequency for Ca+, at which
the second-order Doppler and ac Stark shift of the trap
drive cancel57,63. The rf voltage is amplified and the
drive circuit impedance matched to the trap by a helical
resonator64,65 with a loaded quality factor of Q ≈ 300.
Low-noise and finely-tunable dc voltages66 are applied to
the trap electrodes for axial confinement and radial mi-
cromotion compensation43,63,67. All dc electrode voltages
are filtered directly on the trap boards by first-order RC
low-pass filters with a cutoff frequency of ∼ 100 Hz. The
vacuum chamber is surrounded by three pairs of mag-
netic field coils (not shown in the figure) to compensate
for external magnetic fields and to define the quantiza-
tion field Bz = 200µT, along the trap axis.
The trap is mounted in an octagonal vacuum vessel
(Kimball Physics MCF800-SphOct-G2C8) made of tita-
nium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) with anti-reflective (AR) coated
UV fused silica vacuum windows mounted in titanium
flanges. The vacuum is maintained by a compact non-
evaporative getter and ion pump (SAES Getters NEX-
TORR D 200-5) and measured using a standard hot cath-
ode gauge. Several broadband AR-coated CF40 and two
CF160 viewports grant adequate optical access to the
trap volume. Since the latter ones protrude beyond the
knife-edge into the vacuum by about 25 mm, the bias-
pheric lens (ASL) optimized for diffraction-limited imag-
ing of the 397 nm fluorescence photons can be as little
as 36.6 mm from the ion. With its effective diameter of
42.6 mm it covers about 7 % solid angle. The fluorescence
light is spectrally filtered by a notch filter (NF, Thorlabs
FBH400-40) and split 90:10 between a photo-multiplier
tube (PMT, Hamamatsu H10682) and a sCMOS camera
(PCO edge 4.2LT). While the image plane of the ASL
coincides with the CMOS chip, an aperture for spatial
filtering is placed in the focus in front of the PMT. In or-
der to allow for a convenient change of the observed trap
zone, the entire enclosed imaging system is mounted on
a motorized 1d-translation stage to be aligned parallel to
the trap axis.
The laser beams for photoionization, cooling and co-
herent manipulation of 40Ca+ are delivered through var-
ious single-mode polarization-maintaining optical fibers
and then focused down to spot diameters between 60 and
180 µm at the trap center. In the case of the 397 nm and
729 nm beams, the polarization is cleaned by Glan Laser
(GL) and Glan Taylor (GT) polarizers, respectively, and
then set by half or quarter waveplates (λ/n). Various
photodiodes (PDi) placed behind backside-polished mir-
rors allow for optical power monitoring and could be used
for power stabilisation.
A Q-switched and frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser
(ABL) at 1064 nm (Continuum Minilite 1) is used for
neutral atom beam generation via pulsed ablation from
solid targets44,45,68–70. The beam is focused down to a
spot diameter of ≈ 200 µm and can be tilted in two di-
mensions using a motorized mirror (MM) for target se-
lection. Fig. 3 shows a rendering of the ablation target
and the trap cut in the horizontal plane. A solid struc-
ture made of aluminium acts as Al ablation target. Cal-
cium grains were glued (Thorlabs 353NDPK Epoxy) in a
4cutout in the structure (red zone). An aperture between
the ablation targets and the trap shapes the plume of
neutral atoms (black) generated during ablation into a
collimated beam. Additionally, a negative bias voltage
can be applied on the target to prevent unwanted ions
generated by the ablation pulse from entering the trap.
After loading the desired ion crystal in the loading zone,
it can be shuttled to one of the three spectroscopy zones
discussed above.
FIG. 3. Schematic horizontal cut through the trap center and
the ablation target. The ablation laser beam can be tilted be-
tween the different targets to select either species to be loaded.
An aperture restricts contamination with ablated material to
the loading zone. The target-to-trap center distance is 17 mm.
All photoionization lasers are aligned along the trap axis.
FIG. 4. Schematic layout of the Ca+ cooling laser system
including the two resonant photoionization lasers for both
species. The 40Ca+ cooling laser at 397 nm is split into two
paths through a double-pass (DP) AOM each, generating in-
dependent beams for σ- and pi-polarization (see also Fig. 2).
The two repumper lasers are part of a compact fully fiberized
setup, including optical isolators, fiber-taps to the wavelength
meter, fiberized single-pass (SP) AOMs and fiber-combiners
(FSC). Both beams are overlapped with the resonant pho-
toionization laser beams at 422 nm for Ca and 394 nm for
Al, before they are coupled into a large mode area photonic
crystal fiber (PCF) to be delivered on the trap axis. DM:
Dichroic mirror, FM: Flip-mirror, GL: Glan Laser, MS: mo-
torized shutter, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, S: 50/50 split-
ter, λ/n: waveplate.
Fig. 4 shows a schematic overview of the most im-
portant parts of the laser system. Laser cooling is im-
plemented with an external diode laser (ECDL71) at
397 nm that is split into two paths. Each path contains
a double-pass acousto-optical modulator (AOM) for fre-
quency tuning by ±50 MHz. The zeroth order of DP-
AOM1 is split into two far detuned helper beams for rapid
cooling of hot ions34. One of the helper beams is over-
lapped with the first order of the same AOM after double
passing, the resonant Ca photoionization laser at 422 nm,
and the two repumper beams, and then coupled into
a large mode area (LMA) photonic crystal fiber (NKT
LMA-PM-5) to be delivered along the trap axis as shown
in Fig. 2. The second helper is applied diagonally through
the loading zone and provides 3d laser cooling. Both
helper beams are shuttered individually by mechanical
shutters (MS). This configuration allows for loading and
cooling in the loading zone, and shuttling the ions to the
spectroscopy zone without any laser realignments. The
repumper beams are generated in a fully fiberized part
of the setup, starting with an 866 nm ECDL and 854 nm
DFB (Eagleyard photonics EYP-DFB-0853-00050-1500-
BFY02-0000) laser, which are sent through individual
fiberized optical isolators. In two fiber splitters 1 % of
the power is coupled to a wavelength meter (WLM). Two
fiber-coupled single-pass AOMs are used as fast shutters
and for fine-tuning of the laser frequency with a 3 dB
bandwidth of ±15 MHz. Behind those, both wavelengths
enter a 50% fiber combiner, which splits equal contribu-
tions to both of its output ports. To reduce power fluc-
tuations after the polarization-cleaning elements at the
fiber exits, all the aforementioned fibers are polarization-
maintaining.
A fraction of the light of each laser is sent via two
single-mode fiber switches to a wavelength meter (High
Finesse U10), which is used for frequency locking of the
lasers operating at 397, 422, 854, and 866 nm. The
729 nm Ca+ logic laser (not depicted in Fig. 4) is locked
to an ultra-stable reference laser at 1542 nm via a fre-
quency comb72 and sent through a double-pass (DP)
AOM for frequency tuning by ±50 MHz.
The entire optical setup has been built on rigid bread-
boards with honeycomb core, which are interconnected
via optical fibers. These breadboards will be stacked and
installed in a standardized cooled 20-foot shipping con-
tainer together with the remaining setup to make the
entire system transportable.
IV. CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS
The following experiments on a single 40Ca+ ion were
conducted with ≈ 2.2 W of rf drive power to the heli-
cal resonator, which yields radial trapping frequencies of
ωrad,1 = 2pi × 2.65 MHz and ωrad,2 = 2pi × 2.42 MHz.
The axial confinement in the 1 mm long experiment zone
results in a trapping frequency of ωax = 2pi × 1.64 MHz.
5A. Imaging system
The imaging system was designed for high-fidelity state
discrimination with detection times well below a millisec-
ond. This requires capturing a large solid angle frac-
tion of emitted photons from a trapped ion and near-
diffraction limited performance. The second design goal
was the detection of individual ions in a linear string
to allow the implemention of a multi-ion quantum logic
clock73, which requires a sufficient optical magnification
for typical ion-ion distances of a few micrometers and a
field of view of around 100 µm.
We chose a single biaspheric lens due to its simplicity
in assembly and alignment over more traditional multi-
element lenses74. Viewports protruding into the vac-
uum enabled installation of the lens outside the vac-
uum chamber without compromising on the minimum
distance dmin = 36.6 mm of the first lens surface from
the trap center. While a large lens diameter is advan-
tageous in terms of the achievable numerical aperture
and solid angle coverage, it can restrict optical access
for diagonal laser beams (see Fig. 2). As a compromise,
an outer lens diameter of 50.8 mm was chosen, leading
to a 42.6 mm effective optical diameter and a numerical
aperture NA = 0.51. A single monochromatic biaspheric
lens can be optimized to minimize spherical and chro-
matic aberrations below the diffraction limit for a single
point in the object plane. However, a trade-off between
diffraction-limited performance and field-of-view needs to
be made. We have therefore chosen to optimize the imag-
ing performance for a circular field of view with 100 µm
radius.
The imaging system was numerically optimized using
a commercial ray tracing software (Lambda Research
OSLO), where the spheric coefficients, conic constants,
and the curvature of the ASL surface facing the camera
were free parameters. The damped least square optimiza-
tion was carried out for an error function resembling the
root mean squared image spotsize for three point sources
separated by a maximum of 0.2 mm in the object plane.
The resulting parameters are listed in Tab. V. The simu-
lation indicated that the correct adjustment of the lens-
to-ion distance is critical for diffraction-limited perfor-
mance.
Using a Doppler-cooled Ca+ ion loaded into the trap
as the source, the ASL-to-ion distance and the CMOS
to ASL distance were iteratively varied in order to mini-
mize the ion‘s point spread function (PSF) on the camera.
Fig. 5 shows an Airy function fitted to the count distribu-
tion on a straight line through the center of the PSF, de-
picted as red dashed line in the inset. The first minimum
of the fitted Airy function is found at (0.793± 0.013) µm
from the global maximum. The value is given in the ob-
ject plane, taking the 18-fold magnification of the imag-
ing setup into account, which has been calibrated through
an ion-ion distance measurement for known axial trap-
ping frequencies.
This result is less than twice as large as the minimum
resolvable distance of two point sources according to the
Rayleigh criterion d = 0.61λ/NA ≈ 475 nm, where λ =
397 nm is the wavelength and NA = 0.51 the numerical
aperture of the imaging system.
FIG. 5. Point spread function of a single Ca+ on the sCMOS
chip (lower x-axis). Insert: photo of a single 40Ca+ ion. Red:
measured intensity profile along the dashed line in the inset
with electronic background substracted, blue: fit. The upper
scale gives the corresponding dimensions in the object plane
taking into account the magnification of the imaging system.
Fitting the function f(x) = I ·
(
2·J1(a(x−x0))
a∗(x−x0)
)2
to the data
resulted in a = (1.62±0.03) pixel−1 pixel, which is equivalent
to (0.793± 0.013) µm in the object plane.
We calculate the FWHM depth of field75 to be DOF =
± λ2·NA2 = ±0.765 µm. Experimentally we determine
DOF < (5± 5) µm, limited by the resolution of the em-
ployed precision translation stage. The biaspheric lens
has been design for diffraction limited imaging in a field
of view of 100 µm. Fig. 6 shows an image of a 40Ca+ ion
crystal. A comparison of the PSFs of the central with the
outer ions demonstrates that the imaging performance is
practically constant over that length. The decrease in
brightness towards the ends of the crystal is due to the
limited diameter of the cooling laser beam.
FIG. 6. Image of a 2d 40Ca+ ion crystal. The imaging perfor-
mance is practically constant over a length scale of 100 µm.
We estimate the Strehl ratio76 (SR) for the biaspheric
lens alone as
SR = exp
(
−
(
2piσ
λ
)2)
= 0.87, (1)
where we have taken σ to be the total root-mean-squared
form deviations of the aspheric surfaces measured by the
manufacturer and λ the wavelength. Wavefront aberra-
tions of other optical elements in the imaging system,
such as the vacuum windows and filters, will further re-
duce the Strehl ratio of the entire imaging system.
For a typical 300 ms exposure time of the sCMOS cam-
era, we obtain ≈ 11500 counts in a 10× 10 pixel2 region
of interest including the image of a 40Ca+ ion in the cen-
ter with negligible contributions of scattered light from
6the cooling laser. The camera has a constant electronic
offset of 99.3 counts with a rms noise of 1.9 counts in
the absence of an ion, both numbers are given per pixel.
Neglecting the constant offset, this results in an effective
signal of ≈ 1570 counts and a signal to noise ratio of
≈ 80.
With the PMT we measure a dark count rate of be-
low 0.1 kHz and a count rate of (5.1± 2.3) kHz due to
scattered light at 397 nm. For a single 40Ca+ we obtain
a bright count rate of (351± 19) kHz, which is 55% of
the expected value of ≈ 638 kHz at saturation, derived
from 22.4 MHz linewidth divided by a factor of four aris-
ing from the equal distribution of the population over
the 2S1/2,
2P1/2, and
2D3/2 levels in saturation
40, 7%
solid angle covered by the biaspheric lens, and a total
transmission of 86% through the optical system includ-
ing the notch filter, the 90 % beam sampler reflectivity,
and a photon counting efficiency of 0.3 specified by the
manufacturer of the PMT. The reduction in count rate
is compatible with aberration losses from specified wave-
front errors in the optical imaging system, such as the
Strehl ratio given in Eq. (1).
For state detection via electron shelving, it is required
to distinguish between the ion being in the S1/2 ground
state (ion bright) and in the excited D5/2 state (ion dark).
We chose the threshold technique77 in which a threshold
count is set above which the ion is declared bright. In
Fig. 7 the mean state discrimination error is shown as a
function of this threshold. The inset shows the measured
photon count distributions for a bright (dark) ion in red
(blue), which was prepared by applying (blocking) the
866 nm repumper laser during Doppler cooling. For the
chosen detection time of 50 µs, the two distributions par-
tially overlap. Therefore any choice of the discrimination
threshold (black dashed line) leads to a mean discrimi-
nation error of78:
 =
pb(n ≤ nth) + pd(n > nth)
2
, (2)
where n is the measured number of photons, nth the
threshold set, and pb (pd) the probabilty to measure a
bright (dark) ion. Thus, the numerator expresses the
probability of a wrong state assignment to the measure-
ment result. In the main figure, this error is plotted
as a function of the discrimination threshold for 25 µs
(50 µs / 100µs) detection time in red (green/blue). The
red curve shows that a mean state discrimination error
of below 0.2 % for 25µs detection time can be achieved,
which improves to below 10−5 for 100 µs detection time.
B. Wavelengthmeter frequency drift
The frequencies of the 397, 422, 854, and 866 nm are
locked to a wavelength meter (WLM), which must there-
fore be continuously available. The drift of the WLM
limits how long it can run between recalibrations, which
interrupt clock operation. While the general approach
used here is similar to previous work79–81, we employ
single-mode fiber-switches connected via photonic crys-
tal single-mode fibers to the WLM and do not perform
any calibration of the WLM during the measurements.
FIG. 7. State discrimination error for various detection times.
The red (green/blue) curve shows the mean state discrimi-
nation error as a function of the discrimination threshold for
25µs (50 µs / 100 µs) detection time. The inset shows the pho-
ton count distribution measured for 50 µs detection time for a
bright (dark) ion in red (blue) and a discrimination threshold
of 5 counts per measurement indicated by the dashed black
vertical line.
To characterize the readout frequency drift, the fre-
quencies of the 729 and 397 nm laser were recorded while
both lasers were transfer-locked to a highly stable ref-
erence laser at 1542 nm72, which typically drifts by less
than 10 kHz per day. All devices were operated in a
laboratory environment with ±0.2 K temperature stabil-
ity during the measurement according to the tempera-
ture log of the air conditioning system. The WLM was
placed on a vibration damped breadboard and covered by
a non-insulating box to minimise air turbulence around
the device. The temperature and air pressure measured
by internal sensors of the WLM were recorded.
The results are shown in Fig. 8. The mea-
sured frequency of the 397 nm (729 nm) laser drifts by
−0.190 MHz/h (−0.171 MHz/h). Both measurements
fluctuate by approximately 1.0 MHz peak-to-peak on a
timescale of one hour. The linear drifts are less than
half of the values reported by Saleh et al.80 for a ther-
mally isolated WLM from the same manufacturer but
from another product series (WS-7). Moreover, the drifts
reported here are more than two orders of magnitude
smaller than the value obtained by Kobtsev et al.81 for
another series (WS-8). Since the drifts are small com-
pared to the natural linewidth of the Doppler cooling
and repumping transition, the WLM is well suited to
lock the lasers listed above. The resonant Al ionisation
laser could also be locked in this fashion, though we have
not yet done so. This simplifies the setup compared to
other solutions such as individual reference cavities for all
lasers and is more cost efficient than a frequency comb72.
Fig. 9 shows the Allan deviations derived from the fre-
quency recordings after substraction of the individual lin-
ear drifts. In both cases the Allan deviation stays below
3×10−10 over the entire range of averaging times. This is
comparable to the results measured by Saleh et al.80 and
about a factor of three lower than the values reported by
Courier et al.79.
7FIG. 8. Frequency drift of the 397 and 729 nm laser measured
by the wavelength meter (WLM). Both lasers were transfer-
locked to an ultrastable reference. Top: blue (red): mea-
sured 397 nm (729 nm) frequency, black solid (dashed): linear
fits. Middle: atmospheric pressure drift. Bottom: temper-
ature measured by the WLM (red) and on top of the box
covering the WLM (blue). All offsets have been removed.
The linear fit results in a drift of (−0.190 ± 0.001) MHz/h
((−0.171 ± 0.001) MHz/h) for 397 nm (729 nm). The residu-
als are normally distributed with a FWHM of approximately
0.4 MHz.
FIG. 9. The curves show the fractional frequency Allan devi-
ation of the wavelength meter measurements at 397 nm (blue)
and 729 nm (red). Both lasers were frequency stabilized to an
ultrastable reference. The linear drift has been substracted.
The measurements were taken simultanuously over 15 000 s.
C. Ground state cooling
The second-order Doppler shift on the 27Al+clock tran-
sition is a significant contribution to the error budget, as
will be discussed in Sec. IV E. It can be reduced by cool-
ing the clock ion. Moreover, quantum logic spectroscopy
requires ground state cooling of the motional mode used
to transfer the electronic state of the clock ion to that
of the logic ion33. The implementation of ground state
cooling requires that the ion has a Lamb-Dicke factor
η < 1 and to be in the resolved-sideband regime. Re-
quiring η < 1 corresponds to the recoil energy from a
single absorbed or emitted photon being less than the
energy spacing between harmonic oscillator levels in the
trap. This ensures that the heating rate from dissipa-
tion via photon scattering can be made small enough to
reach the ground state82. In the regime η  1, tran-
sitions that change the motional quantum number by
more than 1 are strongly suppressed. In the resolved-
sideband regime, the linewidth of the cooling transition
is much smaller than the frequency of the motional mode
to be cooled. In this situation, carrier transitions between
electronic states that do not change the motional quan-
tum number and red (blue) sideband (RSB/BSB) tran-
sitions that reduce (increase) the motional state by one
quantum, can be spectrally addressed by a sufficiently
narrow laser. Phonons can be removed from the har-
monic motion by driving a RSB followed by a dissipa-
tive electronic state reinitialisation. We chose to imple-
ment pulsed sideband cooling83 on the S1/2-D5/2 transi-
tion with repumping via the P3/2 state. For typical radial
(axial) trapping frequencies of ωrad,Ca+ ≈ 2pi × 2.5 MHz
(ωax,Ca+ ≈ 2pi × 1.5 MHz) and an angle of 60◦ (45◦) be-
tween the mode to be cooled and the 729 nm beam, we
obtain ηrad ≈ 0.04 and ηax ≈ 0.06.
Fig. 10 shows the experimental sequence starting with
a 500 µs long Doppler cooling pulse 10 MHz red de-
tuned from the carrier, followed by 3 µs optical pumping
to the 2S1/2,mJ = −1/2 ground state. Then a series
of interleaved 729 nm red sideband and 854 nm clearout
pulses cools the ion near the motional ground state. The
729 nm pulses are approximate RSB pi-pulses for n = 1
to n = 0 on the ∆m = −2 transition, since repump-
ing the D5/2,mJ = −5/2 state via the P3/2,mJ = −3/2
state only populates the initial state. The latter choice
ensures a closed cooling cycle. A 3µs optical pumping
pulse after every fifth clearout pulse restores the prepa-
ration to the electronic ground state 2S1/2,mS = −1/2.
An optional waiting time for heating rate measurements,
electron shelving on the 729 nm transition, and a final
state detection phase conclude the sequence.
FIG. 10. Sideband cooling sequence. Colored lines represent
active lasers. The optional waiting time is required for heating
rate measurements.
The mean occupation number n is determined from
the excitation IRSB (IBSB) of the first order red (blue)
sideband84,85, both probed with the pi-time of the blue
sideband to maximise SNR:
n =
1
IBSB
IRSB
− 1 (3)
We use ≈ 70 sideband cooling pulses, the minimum num-
ber needed to reach the steady state occupation n ≈ 0.05.
For the heating rate measurements, the waiting time
t in the sideband cooling sequence was varied between 0
and 200 ms. A linear function fit to the obtained n(t)
yields the heating rate, as shown in Fig. 11 for the axial
mode. Tab. I summarizes the heating rates and temper-
atures for all three motional modes. The final n¯ is lim-
ited by unsuppressed high frequency noise on the 729 nm
laser, which leads to off-resonant carrier excitation dur-
ing the red sideband pulse72.
8FIG. 11. Example of a heating rate measurement in the axial
direction. Shown is the average motional quantum number
as a function of the waiting time in the sideband cooling se-
quence (see Fig. 10) and a linear fit to the data (green). The
error bars are derived from the statistical uncertainty of the
sideband excitation measurements.
TABLE I. Single Ca+ ground state motional quantum num-
bers, heating rates after sideband cooling and micromotion
compensation, and electric field noise power spectral density
at the secular mode frequencies.
Direction ω(MHz)
2pi
n n˙
(
s−1
)
SE(ωj)
(
V2
m2Hz
)
axial: 1.64 0.06± 0.02 7.3± 1.9 (8.2± 2.1)× 10−14
radial I: 2.42 0.04± 0.03 30± 4 (5.0± 0.7)× 10−13
radial II: 2.65 0.13± 0.08 30± 8 (5.5± 1.5)× 10−13
D. Micromotion compensation
Micromotion of ions induced by the confining rf-field
causes second-order Doppler shifts whose uncertainties
can significantly contribute to the error budget of an
optical 27Al+clock8. While intrinsic micromotion is an
unavoidable feature of rf traps, so-called excess micro-
motion (EMM) arising from phase differences in the ap-
plied rf field, stray electric fields that push the ion away
from the nodal line of the radial electric quadrupole
field, and imperfections of the electrode geometry, can
be minimised63,67. To obtain less than 1 × 10−18 frac-
tional second-order Doppler shift due to EMM for an
27Al+ ion clock, the residual micromotion fields have to
be kept below 66 V/m over an axial distance equal to
the spatial extent of an 27Al+/ 40Ca+ crystal under typ-
ical operating conditions. Therefore, the trap wafers of
the multi-layer trap have to be aligned on the 10µm and
0.1 mrad level42. The conductors for the trapping rf po-
tentials have to be length- and capacity-matched to avoid
a phase shift between the electrodes. Following63, we
estimate a required length-matching of 0.1 mm to keep
the additional fractional second-order Doppler shift be-
low 1 × 10−18. Micromotion from stray dc fields can be
strongly suppressed by applying dc voltages to trap elec-
trodes that compensate the external field.
Intrinsic and residual EMM can be measured using
several techniques63,67. Here, we employ the resolved-
sideband method by comparing the excitation rate when
driving an rf motional sideband of the ion’s transition
spectrum (rmmsb) to the corresponding rate rcar when
driving the carrier, as quantified by the sideband modu-
lation index, which is quantified by the sideband modu-
lation index63
βi ≈ 2
√
rmmsb
rcar
. (4)
It is minimized for three non-coplanar 729 nm probe di-
rections i = xz, y, z (see Fig. 2) to ensure compensation
in all directions. In a first step, the ion was moved axi-
ally by applying differential voltages to neighboring trap
zones to minimize excitation on the axial micromotion
sideband. Subsequently, the voltages on the compensa-
tion electrodes in the 1.0 nm long experiment zone were
scanned to displace the ion radially while measuring the
modulation index for the vertical (y) and diagonal (xz)
729 nm beam. For each of the three 729 nm beams, the rf
field in the corresponding direction, as experienced by the
ion, is related to β, the ion mass m, the laser wavenumber
k and the charge Q63:
Erf,i = βi
m · Ω2rf
Q · k . (5)
Fig. 12, a.) shows the assignment of the compensation
voltages to the electrodes in the experiment zone. The
measured fields are represented by filled dots in subfigure
b.) and c.). The background color depicts the result of
fitting a v-shaped profile to the data. In subfigure d.)
the set of compensation voltages for lowest micromotion
in the plane spanned by the vertical and diagonal 729 nm
laser is determined to be Uec = (0.070± 0.003) V, Utc =
(1.311 ± 0.002) V by intersecting the two resulting lines
of minimum micromotion for the two directions. In the
last step the axial compensation was repeated while the
radial compensation voltages were kept constant, which
yielded the field distribution shown in Fig. 13.
The residual rf fields at the trap center after EMM
compensation are listed in Tab. II. The field in the x-
direction was inferred from the results in the z and xz
directions by averaging over all possible phase shifts be-
tween those two components. The large uncertainty in
the shift is a consequence of the unkown phase relation
between the fields, which could be overcome by using
e.g. the photon correlation technique67. Possible reasons
for the non-vanishing rf field are a phase difference be-
tween the two rf electrodes due to a difference in length
or capacitance of the rf conductors, or trap asymmetries
arising from the alignment inaccuracy in assembly.
The findings are comparable with the results obtained
with a 172Yb+ in a trap of the same type43, measured
using the same technique.
For typical trap parameters, the two ions of an
27Al+/ 40Ca+ crystal are spaced 4.3 µm apart from each
other symmetrically around the minimum of the axial dc
potential. When the dc potential minimum and the rf po-
tential minimum do not coincide, the 27Al+ion is exposed
9FIG. 12. Excess micromotion compensation in the plane
defined by the vertical and diagonal 729 nm beam. a.)
Schematic cross section of the trap showing the assignment of
the voltages to the electrodes in the experiment zone. b.)/c.)
vertical/diagonal rf field in V m−1 at the ion position as a
function of the two compensation voltages. Filled dots repre-
sent the measured fields, the background depicts a v-shaped
profile fit to the data. d.) Determination of the micromo-
tion compensation point at the intersection of the two lines
of minimum micromotion.
FIG. 13. Rf field along the axial direction. Shown is the axial
component of the amplitude of the trap drive rf electric field as
a function of the ion position along the trap axis. Two vertical
lines indicate the possible positions of an 27Al+ion in a two
ion crystal placed symmetrically around the trap center for a
relatively weak axial confinement of ωax,Ca+ ≈ 2pi× 0.9 MHz.
to a stronger rf field than in the rf minimum. However,
Fig. 13 shows that the difference is smaller than 10 V m−1
and therefore does not substantially change the total rf
field of 17.4+8.2−4.2V m
−1 at the ion position, cf. Tab. II.
E. Systematic error estimation
The properties of the ion trap and surrounding vacuum
system as measured by a single 40Ca+ ion can be used
to estimate an error budget for an 27Al+/ 40Ca+ clock in
the setup presented here, as shown in Tab. IV. For this,
mass dependent shifts are scaled with the mass ratio of
27Al+ and 40Ca+.
We will first consider the contribution from the second-
TABLE II. Residual rf field at the trap center measured with
a single Ca+ ion after excess micromotion compensation.
Direction Erf(V m
−1)
trap axis (z): 7.1± 1.6
vertical (y): 7.9± 1.7
diagonal (xz): 9.8± 3.0
optical axis (x, averaged over phase): 13.9+8.5−7.0
quadrature sum of x (avg), y, and z: 17.4+8.2−4.2
order Doppler or time-dilation shift from secular motion.
It is directly related to the total kinetic energy Ekin in
all secular motional modes according to
δνsec
ν
= −Ekin
mc2
. (6)
During clock interrogation with a probe time Tp, the
motional heating of the ion in the trap increases the ki-
netic energy. From the measured heating rate of a single
40Ca+ ion, we can determine the power spectral density
of electric field noise, SE(ωj) at the trapping frequency
ωj
85:
SE(ωj) =
4mh¯ωj
Q2
n˙. (7)
Assuming a homogeneous fluctuating electric field as
the source of heating, we can calculate its impact on the
modes of a 2-ion crystal, which is characterized by the
amplitudes of each ion. From the measured average mo-
tional quantum numbers and heating rates we calculate86
δνsec
ν
= − h¯
2mAlc2
∑
j
ωj
(
nj +
1
2
+
Tp
2
· n˙j
)(
s∗j + sj
)
(8)
with the sum over the modes j. We set s∗j = 1 for radial
modes and s∗j = 0 for axial modes to account for the effect
of intrinsic micromotion63. The sj are scaling factors
of order unity which correct for the different motional
amplitudes of the two ions in a mixed-species crystal34.
Since the individual nj and n˙j were not measured for all
six modes of the crystal yet, we assume n˙j = 30 for all
modes, which leads to an estimate of nj +
1
2 +
T
2 n˙j ≈
3.5± 0.4 when averaged over a 200 ms interrogation time
without cooling, based on the results for a single 40Ca+
ion shown in Tab. I. For the same trap strength that
resulted in ωrad,Ca+ ≈ 2pi× 2.5 MHz and ωax,Ca+ ≈ 2pi×
1.5 MHz, the six motional mode frequencies and si listed
in Tab. III are obtained. Using Eq. (8), this yields δνsecν =
(−12.0 ± 1.2) × 10−18, given in Tab. IV. However, for a
full clock evaluation the temperature of each mode after
interrogation needs to be carefully measured, taking into
account possible non-thermal distributions87.
Uncompensatable excess micromotion as discussed in
Sec. IV D results in a fractional second-order Doppler
shift δνEMM/ν. Following
63 it is given by
δνEMM
ν
= − 1
2c2
∑
i=x,y,z
〈
v2i
〉
, (9)
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TABLE III. Mode frequencies and scaling factors for the
27Al+/ 40Ca+ crystal.
Mode j ωi sj s
∗
j
Axial in-phase 1.62 0.97 0
Axial out-of-phase 2.92 0.97 0
Radial I in-phase 1.88 1.19 1
Radial I out-of-phase 3.29 2.29 1
Radial II in-phase 1.88 1.19 1
Radial II out-of-phase 3.29 2.29 1
where c is the vacuum speed of light and vi are the com-
ponents of the velocity vector derived from the trap drive
E-field measurements:
〈
v2i
〉
=
(
Q · Erf,i√
2 · Ωrf ·mAl
)2
. (10)
By inserting Eq. (4), (5), and (10) in Eq. (9), we obtain
δνEMM
ν =
(−0.4+0.4−0.3)× 10−18 .
Another contribution to the error budget is the ac
Stark shift due to blackbody radiation given by28,30:
δνBBR
ν
= −pi (kBTenv)
4
∆α(0)
600h¯
4c3
(11)
= −3.8× 10−18 ·
(
Tenv
300 K
)4
(12)
where ∆α(0) = (0.82± 0.08)× 10−41Jm2V−2 is the cal-
culated static differential polarizability of the 27Al+clock
transition29, 0 the vacuum permittivity, and Tenv the
temperature of the ion’s thermal environment.
About 40 % of the solid angle ”seen” by the ion is cov-
ered by the vacuum chamber and the viewports, which
are assumed to be at room temperature of approximately
300 K. The temperature can be measured with an un-
certainty of well below ±1 K using standard thermistors
placed on the outside of the chamber. The other 60 %
are covered by the trap, which is heated due to dielectric
rf loss. The chosen trap drive frequency of 24.65 MHz
and amplitude of 885 V yield a maximum temperature
of about 5 K above its environment88. As a conserva-
tive estimate, an averaged environmental temperature of
Tenv = (302.5± 2.5) K was assumed for the entire en-
vironment, i.e. the vacuum chamber and the ion trap.
This results in δνBBR/ν = (−4.0 ± 0.4) × 10−18, where
the uncertainty is dominated by ∆α.
The last contribution treated here is the shift caused
by collisions with background gas particles during clock
interrogation. Only Langevin collisions lead to a phase
shift large enough to be considered in current optical
clocks. The frequency shift ∆νc can be calculated by
multiplying the collision rate Γc with a scaling factor
89
of 0.16. Since this estimate assumes a worst case phase
shift of pi2 for every collision event
35, it provides an up-
per limit to the uncertainty of the shift rather than the
shift itself. The collision rate was measured by observing
21 reorderings of a 27Al+/ 40Ca+ crystal during a total
observation time of 3892.5 s. Assuming that a reordering
takes place for every second collision event, a collision
rate of Γc ≈ 0.0108 s−1 and a fractional frequency uncer-
tainty of 1.5 × 10−18 are obtained. The uncertainty of
the collision shift could be further reduced by detecting
collision events through reduced fluorescence of the hot
Ca+ ion34 and discarding the corresponding data points.
First order Doppler shifts due to motion of the trap
relative to the clock laser35, perhaps as a result of thermal
expansion of the apparatus, could be mitigated in the
future by setting up an interferometer using the mirrors
on the trap wafers to phase-stabilize the clock laser to
the position of the trap.
TABLE IV. Estimated partial error budget for PTB’s trans-
portable 27Al+/ 40Ca+ clock
Shift Value
(
10−18
)
Uncertainty
(
10−18
)
Black body radiation: -4.0 0.4
Excess micromotion
second-order Doppler: -0.4 +0.4−0.3
Secular motion
second-order Doppler: -12.0 1.2
Background gas
Langevin collisions: 0.0 1.5
F. Ablation loading of Aluminium ions
While ablation loading of Ca+ is relatively straight-
forward, thanks to the comparatively low neutral atom
velocities and the availability of direct laser cooling right
after ionization, ablated Al atoms travel much faster
and have to be cooled sympathetically. Average cool-
ing times to crystallization of around 10 minutes have
been reported45. One way to reduce the crystallization
time of a newly loaded 27Al+ion is to lower its initial
kinetic energy, e.g. by velocity-selective ionization of
slower neutral atoms. Fig. 14 shows the velocity dis-
tribution of the neutral Al atoms, obtained from time-
of-flight measurements45 of the Al fluorescence with a
resonant ionization laser on the 2S1/2-
2P3/2 transition at
394 nm. The initial peak at 8 µs resembles the velocity
distribution measured by Guggemos et al.45 with a peak
at 4500 m s−1. The majority of the Al atoms observed in
our setup, however, come in a broad distribution with a
maximum at 35µs TOF, corresopnding to a much lower
velocity of 490 m s−1.
For Al+ loading, the 394 nm beam is shuttered with a
single pass AOM synchronized to the ablation laser pulse
to select a slow velocity class of neutral atoms via time-of-
flight selection in order to reduce the crystallization time.
The loading sequence is depicted in Fig. 15, starting from
a Doppler-cooled and crystallized Ca+ ion in the loading
zone of the trap. First, the ablation laser flash lamp is
triggered and after a delay, which can be adjusted to set
the maximum instantaneous power of the pulse, a sec-
ond trigger activates the Q-switch and therefore fires the
ablation laser pulse (green flash symbol). After an ad-
ditional delay starting with that pulse, the 394 nm laser
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is switched on for velocity selective Al ionization. A 1 s
long Doppler cooling pulse follows to prevent exceeding
the maximum repetition rate of the ablation laser in case
multiple ablation shots are going to be fired. In order to
increase the probability of successfully driving the non-
resonant second step of the Al photoionization, both Ca+
ionization lasers are applied during the entire loading se-
quence.
FIG. 14. Aluminium time of flight spectrum measured at the
center of the loading zone. The counts are binned in 2µs time
frames and the errorbars show the statistical error per bin.
The red vertical line marks the start of the photoionization
pulse at 35 µs and the blue line links the data points as guide
to the eye.
The total energy of an 27Al+ion depends on the po-
sition of ionization inside the trap as shown in Fig. 16.
The initial kinetic energy of a neutral atom arriving 35µs
(10 µs) after the ablation laser pulse is shown by the
solid (dashed) blue curve. Setting a photoionization de-
lay of 35µs reduces the maximum kinetic energy of the
neutral atoms by more than an order of magnitude to
0.033 eV, while keeping more than 70 % of the atoms
available for ionisation (cf. Fig. 14). The volume in
the loading zone, where the photoionization of a neu-
tral Al atom takes place, is defined by the spatial overlap
of the axial Al ionization lasers, as depicted in the in-
set. Its extent defines the maximum potential energy
the atom gains by ionization away from the trapping po-
tential minimum. The main figure shows the position
dependence of the potential energy for two trapping con-
figurations. The dashed lines show the standard trap
potential corresponding to ωz,Ca+ = 2pi × 1.5 MHz in
the axial (red) direction and ωrad,Ca+ ≈ 2pi × 2 MHz in
the radial (green) direction. The solid lines show a re-
laxed potential for which ωz,Ca+ = 2pi × 0.25 MHz and
ωrad,Ca+ ≈ 2pi×2 MHz. The potential energy gained due
to a displacement from the trap center of less than 50µm
in standard trapping configuration (dashed red and green
curve) already exceeds the kinetic energy of the ablated
neutral atom. But for the relaxed trap, the potential
energy remains below the initial kinetic energy for the
entire ionization laser beam cross section, as illustrated
by the vertical dashed black line indicating the waist of
this beam. Therefore, the total energy of 27Al+right after
ionization is dominated by the axial displacement from
the trap center.
FIG. 15. Al+ loading sequence. The Ca+ ion is Doppler
cooled during the entire sequence. First, the ablation laser
flash lamp and its Q-switch are triggered by the experiment
control system. The intermediate delay sets the pulse energy.
At the rising edge of the Q-switch trigger pulse, the 5 ns long
ablation laser pulse is fired (green flash symbol). After a
second delay, the resonant Al ionization laser is unblocked to
ionize relatively slow atoms, which have a longer travel time to
the trap compared to fast atoms. To increase the probability
of driving the non-resonant second ionization step, the Ca
ionization lasers are switched on during the entire loading
sequence. The sequence concludes with a wait time for the
next available pulse of the ablation laser.
FIG. 16. Energy of 27Al+as a function of the ionisation posi-
tion in the trap (calculation). The horizontal solid (dashed)
blue line indicates the kinetic energy of a neutral atom ar-
riving 35 µs (10 µs) after the ablation laser pulse. The solid
(dashed) red curve shows the potential energy of 27Al+as a
function of displacement from the trap center for the stan-
dard trap potential (dashed) and for a relaxed potential
used when loading (solid). The axial (green) trap frequen-
cies are ωz,Ca+ = 2pi × 0.25 MHz (ωz,Ca+ = 2pi × 1.5 MHz)
for the two potentials while the radial trap frequencies are
ωrad,Ca+ ≈ 2pi × 0.52 MHz (ωrad,Ca+ ≈ 2pi × 2 MHz). The
vertical dashed black line indicates the waist of the ionisation
light beam from the LMA fiber, which restricts the volume
where ionization takes place, cf. trap cross section in the
inset.
For the relaxed trap, we measure an average time of
(230 ± 100) s between the ablation laser pulse on the
Al target and the formation of an 27Al+/ 40Ca+ crys-
tal, where the uncertainty is given under the assumption
of normally distributed loading times. This is roughly a
factor of 2.5 shorter than the value reported for the same
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combination of species by Guggemos et al.45, who worked
at higher trap frequencies of ωrad,Ca+ ≈ 2pi× 2 MHz and
ωz,Ca+ ≈ 2pi × 0.4 MHz.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We presented PTB’s transportable 27Al+/ 40Ca+ opti-
cal clock setup. The system is robust, relatively compact,
and simple, due to the full fiberization of the 40Ca+ re-
pumper laser system, locking all lasers required for load-
ing and cooling of 40Ca+ to a wavelength meter, and em-
ploying a single biaspheric lens for imaging. With its NA
of 0.51, sub micrometer resolution is achieved by imag-
ing a 40Ca+ ion on a compact CMOS camera. Since the
imaging system covers a large solid angle fraction of 7 %,
10 % of the collected fluorescent light suffice to reach a
signal-to-noise ratio of 80 for 300 ms exposure time of the
CMOS chip. The remaining photons are directed onto a
PMT for state discrimination. We measure a mean state
discrimination error of below 0.2 % for 25µs detection
time, which drops to below 10−5 for 100 µs. The ions
are confined in a segmented multi-layer trap, which is
loaded via neutral atom ablation. Pulsed PI of Al using
time-of-flight velocity selection enables crystallization of
27Al+on average after 4 minutes. We compensated ex-
cess micromotion down to a residual rf electric field at the
trap center of 17.4+8.2−4.2 V m
−1. Ground state cooling of
a single Ca+ has been achieved by pulsed sideband cool-
ing and heating rates of less than 10 quanta/s have been
measured for all three motional modes of a single Ca+
ion. Those allow for interrogation times of a few hun-
dred milliseconds without the necessity for simultaneous
sympathetic cooling in a future 27Al+/ 40Ca+ quantum
logic optical clock. We estimate a preliminary apparatus-
related partial error budget for an 27Al+/ 40Ca+ clock
operated in the setup. Taking into account the secu-
lar motion and excess micromotion second-order Doppler
shift, the blackbody radiation shift, and the shift due to
Langevin collisions with background gas particles during
clock interrogation, we estimate a systematic fractional
frequency uncertainty of 1.9×10−18. This is equivalent to
a chronometric leveling height resolution of below 2 cm.
These values are comparable to the recently published
results for laboratory neutral atom Yb lattice clocks11.
Once a 27Al+/ 40Ca+ clock based on the system pre-
sented here is installed inside a climate-controlled 20-foot
shipping container, it will allow for chronometric leveling
at geodetically relevant sites20,90,91 such as offshore is-
lands without direct line of sight to reference points on
the mainland. Such remote frequency comparisons could
in the future help to significantly refine existing geoid
maps derived from satellite measurements. Moreover, a
transportable clock could enable frequency comparisons
among distant stationary optical clocks that are not con-
nected via length-stabilized optical fibers, using sequen-
tial side-by-side frequency comparisons.
To reduce the total systematic fractional frequency un-
certainty, data post-processing to exclude measurements
affected by detected background gas collisions could be
readily employed in our system. Furthermore, by re-
placing the multi-layer trap by one of the same de-
sign fabricated from a highly heat-conductive material
such as AlN59, the uncertainty of the ions’ thermal en-
vironment, and therefore the BBR shift, could be fur-
ther suppressed. Moreover, AlN is much stiffer than
the Rogers R© material employed here. Therefore, we ex-
pect it to bend less, resulting in a more accurate elec-
trode geometry and a further reduced sensitivity of the
ions’ micromotion to axial positioning. The segmented
trap structure offers several opportunities to improve the
stability of the 27Al+/ 40Ca+ clock. For instance, in a
cascaded clock scheme the clock laser could be presta-
bilized to a large 40Ca+ Coulomb crystal92 using dy-
namical decoupling to suppress inhomogeneous system-
atic shifts across the crystal. This would enable longer
27Al+clock ion interrogation times and thus improved
statistical uncertainty93,94. Alternatively, a crystal con-
sisting of multiple, possibly entangled 27Al+and 40Ca+
ions, could be employed, ideally combined with a read-
out technique that only requires a logarithmic overhead
in 40Ca+ ions73 to minimize the axial extent of the crys-
tal and therefore the EMM second-order Doppler shift as
far as possible.
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VI. APPENDIX
TABLE V. Biaspherical lens surface profile parameters ac-
cording to ISO 10110. The front surface points towards the
ion trap, see Fig. 2.
Parameter front surface rear surface
R (mm) 75.461975 25.657609
k −13.754 −0.88586
A4 (mm
−3) −1.8442× 10−6 1.8439× 10−6
A6 (mm
−5) 1.2836× 10−9 7.4104× 10−10
A8 (mm
−7) 1.2836× 10−9 2.7227× 10−13
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FIG. 17. Photo of the setup showing the vacuum vessel on
the right and the imaging system on the left. The footprint
of the system is 1.4 m × 0.5 m.
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